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ABSTRACT

Mobile Ad Hoc Network is a self configured, Infrastructure less network, there will be vast usage among the mobile users. 
Each and every node in the network is free to move independently in  any direction. Therefore changes may happen on its 

links to other links frequently. Due to its dynamic topology, there will  be insufficiency in their bandwidth consumption and 
get affected by several delays. Some of the earlier caching schemes like serve  rbased and client-based mechanisms are used 

to improve consistency of data. However, the problem of caching consistency is difficult to provide broadcasting of desired 
data to all the entire nodes and to maintain entry table list foF each and every node. Hence, this survey describes various  

 schemes used to improve consistency and also to reduce the severe delays and various network latencies under mobile ad 

hoc networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are gaining more and 
more popularity in recent years, because it fulfills the 
people’s basic needs at any time at anywhere. MANETs 
having an attractive solution in networking region. It 
gained much popularity in recent years. It enhances 
upgrading market in network environment .More re-
searches will be implementing in future decades. How-
ever, Wireless bandwidth and battery lifetime are two 
important are drawback in the network links.

Because of its dynamic topology, it can stand to provide 
flexible communication among the nodes In Mobile Ad hoc 
Network, each of the Mobile USER (MU) can retrieve their 
corresponding data through caching from Mobile Base Sta-
tion (MBS) Though, because of its false networking topology, 
it get affected by severe delays and bandwidth consumption, 
another factor  which affects functionality is absence of 
caching the data to access its information. Caching is nec-
essary in order to provide corresponding information to the 
client s request from access server In MANET environment, 
server is   connected to external network terminal through 
router such as gateway There is no fixed infrastructure, if two 
nodes want to get same data request from server, Query di-
rectory (QD) acts as a local server to fetch the query, Caching 
Node (CN) checks the nearest QDs if it finds it’s requested 
data then retrieve the information. If it misses, then it can gets 
its data directly from server through wireless links. In this sur-
vey [11], the ultimate goal of ad hoc networks is to provide 
mobile node, to access or retrieve the required information 
by overcoming disadvantages of mobile ad hoc networks. In 
ad hoc networks mobile nodes communicate with each other 
using multihop wireless links because each and every node 
maintains entries list of Timestamp (last modification time), 
Query ID, routed directory’s ID, and its neighboring node’s 
address .If a node get disconnected for a long time, using 
this entry list it can reach that appropriate cluster heads. After 
server checks that disconnected/rejoining node by sending 
Invalidation Reports (IRs), that consists of timestamp period, 
and also checks whether that node belongs to that par-
ticular Cluster head and also checks the contents are 

whether it is modified or not Due to a lack of infrastruc-
ture support, every node acts as a router, for forwarding 
data packets to other nodes.

In order to fetch the data and to maintain delay free com-
munication, three types of basic algorithms were used:

1) Push- or Server-based (2) Pull- or client based (3) Hybrid 
based. In First approach, Push- or server  based, content 
owners (server) keep track of locations and send invali-
dation reports (messages) or updated contents whenev-
er the contents are modified. It informs client about its 
updates and its cache current state. Because of server 
have to maintain all update records, when request arises 
frequently it is so hardly get the queries. It is a dangerous 
disadvantage in this approach.

2) In Second approach, Pull-or Client-based methods are 
client-based mechanism, the client checks the updates, 
considered outdated [7j, are validated before serving new 
requests. In this client asks server to update or validate 
its  cached data. In this every node maintains it update 
history, when request arises frequently, it is easy to fetch 
data from the nodes.

3)  In third approach, where both caching node and server 
cooperate to keep the data to update. Server pushes the 
updates or client pulls them.

Comparing of this entire algorithm, pull-based TTL algorithm 
is more efficient. The general architecture of mobile ad hoc 
networks consists of caching node used to store the wander-
ing data in order to provide requesting query data to any other 
prescribed request nodes. Base Station (BS) transfer queries 
to all the entire nodes and each of the Access Point (AP) acts 
as a gateway in order to transmit the data to every Nomial 
Node(Requesting Node).Through which client(user) may gain 
their own benefits. The general architecture of mobile ad hoc 
network was shown in fig.]. There exist different consistency 
levels describing the degree to which the cached data is up to 
date. Strong consistency requires costly communication. With 
weak consistency [13], Client query might get served with in-
consistent (unreliable) data items, while in delta consistency, 
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cached data items are valid for up to a certain period of time 
denoted as delta In probabilistic consistency, a proba-
bilistic period of the data item is denoted as p.

Fig. 1. General Structure of mobile ad hoc networki

Dcpcnding on whether or not the server maintains the state 
of the client’s cache, two invalidation strategies are used: the 
stateful approach and the stateless server approach In state-
ful server approach [8], the server maintains the information 
about which data are cached by which client. Once a data 
item is changed, the server sends invalidation messages to 
the clients with copies of the particular data However,  in mo-
bile environments, if disconnection acquires the server may 
not be able to contact the clients. It means that its cache is 
no longer valid. Moreover, if the client moves to another cell, 
it has to notify the server. In the stateless server approach, 
the server is not aware of the state of the client’s cache. The 
clients need to query the server to verify its validity of their 
caches before each use.

II.CATEGORIES OF ALGORITHM
In order to reduce redundancy, network traffic and to improve 
consistency several server-based schemes are introduced. 
The server-consistency algorithms going to discuss are Cache 
Invalidation Schemes, IR-Based algorithm, Bit-sequences al-
gorithm, Cooperative and adaptive caching Scheme, Greedy 
walk based selective push protocol and Pull-based Protocol.

A. Cache Invalidation scheme
Cache Invalidation techniques, earliest scheme, used in mo-
bile ad hoc networks to maintain consistency of data among 
cache and to reduce long query latency. Server-based mech-
anism normally implements invalidation reports (IRs), are 
broadcasted periodically The general working principle of 
cache Invalidation was shown in Fig.2.

Fig 2. Cache Invalidation scheme in adhoc network.
It gets divided into two categories: Single-Hop mecha-
nism and Multi-Hop mechanism. This scheme used to 
achieve an optimized overall performance in terms of 
packet and power efficiency.

1)Single-hop mechanism

Domino Barbara and kupazg Imielinski proposed [6],  
an  algorithm to broadcast the invalidation report based upon 
updating. Rather than checking mobile base  station regard-
ing validation of updated and frequently cached data items, 
the mobile User can listen the arrival of Invalidation reports  
(IRs) over wireless  link channel. Because of its limited size, 
an IRs can only record the updating history. When discon-
nection occurs, complete records get deleted. Kun-Lang 
and Philips K.Ye [15], made some modification on tradition-
al IR-based mechanism, to overcome long disconnection 
problems. The querying mobile user must listen to the next 
JR-invalidation status. However this scheme reduces que-
ry latency, it can be overcome by inserting severalupdated 
invalidation reports between two successive IRS. Aurag  
kasal and co-authors [5], proposed asynchronous stateful 
(AS) strategy to maintain cache consistency. In these AS 
strategy, the Mobile Base Station (MBS) will broadcasts 
updated data items to neighbor nodes alone in order to 
avoid unnecessary IRs which cause delay. In Scala-
ble Asynchronous Cache Consistency, developed by 
Zhijug Weahen and colleagues, the mobile base sta-
tion (MBS), keeps only minimum state of information 
instead of storing all mobile users information. This 
can improve scalability and its performance.

2)Multi-hop Mechanism
Jilan Lan and co-authors[17], developed consistency 
maintenance like Gneutella peer to peer file sharing 
network. It describes multiple casting of cached data 
to multiple hosts. Multiple transmission of query to 
every node reduces delay but however bandwidth 
consumption will be high Two cache Invalidation Tech-
niques proposed by Suhno Leagim, as aggregate 
cache based on demand and modified timestamp can 
improve its performance.

B.IR-Based algorithm
Zhuijg Wang proposed IR-based algorithm [12], in order to 
reduce network traffic. Server based approaches generally 
employ invalidation reports (IRs) that are periodically broad-
casted by the server. An JR entry list normally carries the IDs 
of the updated data items and the time stamps of the updated 
history. When a query is generated from the requesting node, 
the node from sender waits for the periodic JR to invalidate 
its cache (if connected) or not. If it is valid, then the query is 
transmitted If the requested data item is invalid or modified, 
it usually waits for the periodic JR. In some proposed mech-
anism, like the Modified Time Stamp (MTS) mechanism [5], 
broadcasting of request packet are forwarded to the server 
without waiting for their periodic JR. Such schemes generally 
affected by large average delays due to the waiting mecha-
nism for the periodic JR or from high traffic occurs in case of 
broadcasts are employed when misses occur and the request 
rate is high. Hence new improved technique was developed 
by Caoz [13], in which time between two IRs are divided into 
intervals At the beginning of the proposed scheme, server 
broadcasts  update-Invalidation Reports (UIR), con-
sists of last JR updated ID. Since a node which has to 
answer the query waits for periodic IRs to see whether 
the items are updated instead of waiting for next IRs. 
These approaches consequently reduce the generated 
network traffic by saving a list of submitted queries. An-
other improvement over JR approach was introduced 
by Lie [14].The basic idea behind is, each node cache 
its last updated query and make it useful for future use. 
requests and value will be get refreshed, where another 
TTL allotted for that data. The interaction

III. CONCLUSION
The main focus on this survey is to provide efficieni caching 
scheme to access the informationIr MANET, fetching query 
from cached node causc between nodes can be earned by, 
the requesting node sends Data Rely Packet (DRP) to Que-
ry directory. It forwards the data packet to caching node if it 
holds information about data. If it failed to get the data, then 
that packets are send to the server. It will be placed in pro-
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cessing thread for to update its request, that it sends to the 
monitoring thread, where it get assigned with TTL value then it 
will be sends to the server with Cache Update request(CURP) 
in order to validate the data items. Then server sends Serv-
er Validation Reply (SVRP) to the caching node that which 
items are valid. severe delays and network traffic, it needs 
entry lisi to maintain the caching data table to avoid unneces-
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sary delays. Because of arrival of high requesting rate among 
several nodes there will bc cause of delay in order to fetch the 
data frequently To enhance effective caching, several algo-
rithms anc schemes were discussed. Finally we conclude thai 
this survey by analyzing various problems hkc network traffic, 
redundancy, query latency with it solution under mobile ad 
hoc networks 
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ABSTRACT

Data storage  in  cloud involves user for  remote storage of  their data without the need for   local software and hardware 

management. On   he  other hand the retrieval of  user dala may result in  incorrectness. To  ensure the correctness of  stored 

data in  cloud, an  independent auditing mechanism is proposed in  this paper   with  low    computation    and   communication    

cost.  By Distributed erasure coded data mechanisnil3l and Homomorphic token, correctness of  the stored data is  ensured. 

Identification of malfunctioning  servers  and  retrieving  the  original  data  from hidden servers is also  achieved in  case 
of  server collusion attacks. The  proposed   design  also    supports   the  dyuaniicity  over  the outsourced   data   including  

block  modification,  deletion  and append.  The proposed  scheme is  capable of  handling Byzantine famlurel7j and malicious 
attacks.

Keywords : Distributed  erasure  coded  data,  Hidden  servers, Byzantine failures

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is the upcoming architecture in IT enterprise 
due to its vast advantages both in IT and Non-IT on demand 
self-service location-independent resource pooling, rapid re-
source elasticity, usage-based pricing[lj. cloud represents the 
‘internet’ [providing services to users through internet man-
aged by the cloud service providers (CSP)]. One firndamental 
aspect of this new computing model is that data is being cen-
tralized or outsourced into the cloud. The cloud is a means 
by which global class, highly scalable and flexible services 
can be delivered and consumed over the internet through an 
as-needed, pay-per-use business model[21. Multiple clients 
can share a common technology platform and even a sin-
gle application instance. Though the cloud has large benefits 
over storage of data it also suffers from security concerns due 
to byzantine failures[31 and server colluding attacks. Hence, 
we require verification of data storage in the cloud. This is 
built in the proposed scheme by data auditing mechanism 
and homomorphic tokens. Cloud Computing is not just a third 
party data warehouse. The stored data in cloud may be fre-
quently revised by the users, including operations like inser-
tion deletion, modification, affixing, reordering, etc. To ensure 
storage correctness under dynamic data revise is hence of 
paramount importance. However, this dynamic feature also 
makes traditional integrity insurance techniques futile and 
entails new solutions. Individual user’s data is redundantly 
stored in multiple physical locations to further reduce the data 
integrity threats

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. System Model:
Representative network architecture for cloud data storage is shown 
below. Three different network entities can be identified as follows:
•  User: users, who have data to be stored in the cloud and 

rely on the cloud for data computation, consist of both 
individual clients and organizations.

•  Cloud Service Provider (CSP): a CSP, who has consider-
able resources and proficiency in building and managing 
dispersed cloud storage servers, owns and operates live 
Cloud Computing systems.

•  Third Party Auditor (TPA): an not obligatory TPA, who has 
proficiency and capabilities that users may not have, is 

trusted to review and expose risk of cloud storage ser-
vices on behalf of the users upon demand .ln cloud data 
storage, a user stores his data through a CSP into a set of 
cloud servers, wffich are running in a synchronized, coop-
erated and disseminated approach. Data redundancy can 
be engaged with practice of erasure-correcting code[4] 
to auxiliary tolerate faults or server crash as user’s data 
grows in size and significance. Thereafter for application 
purposes, the user interacts with the cloud servers via 
CSP to access or recover his data. In some cases the 
user may need to execute block level operations on his 
data The most common forms of these operations we are 
considering are block update, delete, insert and append 
As users no longer acquire their data in the vicinity, it is of 
significant importance to guarantee users that their data 
are being appropriately stored and maintained. That is, 
users should be outfitted with defense means so that they 
can make iicessant precision assurance of their stored 
data even without the subsistence of local copies [5]. In 
case that users do not inevitably have the time, viability 
or resources to scrutinize their data, they can entrust the 
tasks to an optional trusted TPA of their relevant choices.

III. ENABLING DATA STORAGE INTEGRITY
In cloud data storage system, users store their data in the 
cloud and no longer possess the data locally. Thus, the cor-
rectness and availability of the data files being stored on the 
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disseminated cloud servers must be assured. One of the key 
ssues is to effectively detect any unconstitutional data varia-
tion and corruption, possibly due to server compromise and/
or random Intricate failures. Besides, in the dispersed case 
when such inconsistencies are effectively detected, to find 
which server the data error lies in is also of great significance, 
since it can be the first step to fast detect the storage errors. 
The first part involves usage of homomorphic tokens to store 
the user data on distributed servers in cloud. The token

computation function we are considering belongs to a family 
of universal hash function[8], chosen to preserve the homo-
morphic properties, which can be perfectly integrated with the 
verification of erasure-coded data [6j.Subsequently, it is also 
shown how to derive a challenge response protocol for veri-
fying the storage accuracy as well as identifying misbehaving 
servers.

A Homomorphic token computation mechanis,n:

IA 1.1 FlOW
indices. After getting assurance of the user it again asks 
for authentication by which the user is confirmed to be the 
authenticated user. Upon receiving assurance, each cloud 
server computes a short “signature” over the specified blocks 
and returns them to the user. The values of these signatures 
should match the corresponding tokens pre-computed by the 
user. Meanwhile, as all servers operate over the same sub-
set of the indices, the requested response values for integrity 
check must also be a valid codeword determined by a secret 
matrix

Suppose the user wants to challenge the cloud server’s times 
to make sure the conectness of data storage. Then, he must 
pre-compute ‘t’ verification tokens for each function a chal-
lenge key and a master key are used. To generate the ith
token for server j, the user acts as follows:

1. Derive a arbitrary value i and a permutation key based 
on master permutation key.
II. Compute the set of randomly-chosen indices.
III. Calculate the token using encoded file and the arbitrary
I ‘‘III

Lh[i kn{I1flI 1oienu-IeseI value derived.

B. Data Integrity and Error Localization:
Existing scheme provides only binary results for the storage 
verification. Our scheme provides those by integrating the 
correctness verification and error localization in our challenge 
response protocol: the response values from servers for each 
challenge not only determine the correctness of the distrib-
uted storage, but also contain information to locate potential 
data error(s).

Specifically, the procedure of the ith challenge-response for a 
cross-check over the n servers is described as follows:

i)  The user reveals the i as well as the ith key k (i) to each
servers
ii)  The server storing vector 0 aggregates those r rows iii) 

Specified by index k(i) into a linear combination R
iv)  Upon receiving R is from all the servers, the user takes 

away values in R.
v)  Then the user verifies whether the received values re-

main a valid codeword determined by secret matrix.

Because all the servers operate over the same subset of indi-
ces, the linear aggregation of these r specified rows

(R(l)i R(n)i ) has to be a codeword in the encoded
file matrix. If the above equation holds, the challenge is passed 
Otherwise, it indicates that among those specified rows, there 
exist file block corruptions. Once the inconsistency among the 
storage has been successfully detected, we can rely on the 

pre computed verification tokens to ftirther determine where 
the potential data error(s) lies in. Note that each response R(j) 
its  In order to achieve assurance of data storage correctness 
computed exactly in the same way as token vU) i , thus the 
user and data error localization, our scheme entirely relies on 
the pre computed verification tokens. The main idea is be-
fore file distribution the user pre-computes a certain number 
of short verification tokens on individual; each token covers a 
random subset of data blocks. Later, when the user wants to 
make sure the storage correctness for the data in the cloud, 
he challenges the cloud servers with a set of randomly gen-
erated block can simply find which server is misbehaving by 
verification

C. File Retrieval and Error Recovery:
Since our layout of file matrix is systematic, the user can re-
construct the original file by downloading the data vectors 
from the first m servers assuming that they return the correct 
response values. Notice that our verification scheme is based 
on random spot-checking, so the storage correctness assur-
ance is a probabilistic one. However, by choosing system 
parameters(e.g., r, I, t) appropriately and conducting enough 
times of verification, we can guarantee the successful file re-
trieval with high probability. On the other hand, whenever the 
data corruption is detected, the comparison of pre-computed 
tokens and received response values can guarantee the iden-
tification of misbehaving server(s), again with high probabili-
ty. Therefore, the user can always ask servers to send back 
blocks of the r rows specified in the challenge and reinforce 
the correct blocks by erasure correction, as long as there are 
at most k misbehaving servers are acknowledged. The newly 
recovered blocks can then be re dispersed to the misbehav-
ing servers to maintain the correctness of storage[5j.

IV. INTRODUCING THIRD PARTY AUDITOR
TPA is the trusted entity that has expertise and capabilities 
to assess cloud storage security on behalf of a data owner 
upon request. Under the cloud paradigm, the data owner may 
represent either the individual or the enterprise customer, 
who relies on the cloud server for remote data storage and 
maintenance, and thus is relieved of the burden of building 
and maintaining local storage infrastructure. In most cases 
cloud data storage services also provide benefits like availa-
bility (being able to access data from anywhere), relative low 
cost (paying as a function of need), and on demand sharing 
among a group of trusted users, such as partners in a col-
laboration team or employees in the enterprise organization. 
Only the data owner can dynamically interact with the CS to 
update her stored data, while users just have the privilege on 
file reading. Within the scope of this article, we focus on how 
to ensure publicly auditable secure cloud data storage servic-
es. As the data owner no longer possesses physical control 
of the data, it is of critical importance to allow the data owner 
to verify that his data is being correctly stored and maintained 
in the cloud. Considering the possibly large cost in terms of 
resources and expertise, the data owner may resort to a TPA 
for the data auditing task to ensure the storage security of her 
data, while hoping to keep the data private from the TPA. We 
assume the TPA, who is in the business of auditing, is reliable 
and independent, and thus has no incentive to collude with ei-
ther the CS or the owners during the auditing process[7]. The 
TPA should be able to efficiently audit the cloud data storage 
without local copy of data and without any additional online 
burden for data owners. Besides, any possible leakage of an 
owner’s outsourced data toward a TPA through the auditing 
protocol should be prohibited.

We consider both malicious outsiders and a semi-trusted 
CS as potential adversaries interrupting cloud data storage 
services. Malicious outsiders can be economically motivated, 
and have the capability to attack cloud storage servers and 
subsequently pollute or delete owners’ data while remaining 
undetected. The CS is semi-trusted in the sense that most of 
the time it behaves properly and does not deviate from the 
prescribed protocol execution. However, for its own benefit tht 
CS might neglect to keep or deliberately delete rarely acccsse 
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data files that belong to ordinary cloud owners. Moreover, tht 
CS may decide to hide the data corruptions caused by servci 
hacks or Byzantine failures[7j.Some of the desirable proper-
ties of TPA are protecting data privacy which includes that ii 
should be able to efficiently audit the cloud data storagc with-
out demanding a local copy of data or even learning tht data 
content and When receiving multiple auditing tasks fron differ-
ent owners delegations, a TPA should still be able tc handle 
them in a fast yet cost-effective manner.

V. DYNAMIC DATA OPERATIONS
In cloud data storage, there are many potential scenarios 
where data stored in the cloud is dynamic, like electronic 
documents, photos, or log files etc. Therefore, it is crucial to 
consider the dynamic case, where a user may wish to perform 
various block-level operations of modification, delete and ap-
pend to the data file while maintaining the storage correct-
ness assurance.

The straightforward and insignificant way to support these 
operations is for user to download all the data from the cloud 
servers and re-compute the whole parity blocks as well as 
verification tokens. This would clearly be highly inefficient An 
effective way is proposed in this scheme.

A. Modifj Operation
In cloud data storage, sometimes the user may need to mod-
ify some data block(s) stored in the cloud, from its current 
value f to a new one. We refer to this operation as data mod-
ification.

B. Delete Operation
Sometimes, after being stored in the cloud, certain date 
blocks may need to be deleted. The delete operation we ar 
considering is a general one, in which user replaces the dart 
block with zero or some special reserved data symbol. Froir 
this point of view, the delete operation is actually a special 
casi of the data modify operation, where the original data 
blocks can be replaced with zeros or some predetermined 
special blocks.

C. Append Operation
In some cases, the user may want to increase the size of hn 
stored data by adding blocks at the end of the data file, whici 
we refer as data append. We anticipate that the most frequeni 
append operation in cloud data storage is bulk append, r 
which the user needs to upload a large number of blocks (not 
i single block) at one time.

VICONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the problem of data security in 
cloud data storage, which is fundamentally a dispersed stor-

age system. To ensure the correctness of users’ data in cloud 
data storage, we proposed an effective and flexible dispersed 
scheme with explicit dynamic data sustain, including block 
update, delete, and append. We rely on erasure- correcting 
code[3] in the file distribution preparation to provide redun-
dancy parity vectors and guarantee the data dependability. By 
utilizing the Homomorphic token with dispersed verification 
of erasure coded data, our scheme achieves the integration 
of storage correctness insurance and data error localization, 
i.e., whenever data corruption has been detected during the 
storage correctness verification across the dispersed servers, 
we can almost guarantee the simultaneous identification of 
the misbehaving server(s). We believe that data  storage  se-
curity in Cloud  Computing, an  area  full  of challenges and 
of dominant significance, is still in its infancy to be identified. 
It allows  the Third party auditing system  to ensure the data 
privacy with cost-effectiveness.


